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ABSTRACT
Open-Source Software (OSS) projects have adopted various automations for repetitive tasks in recent years. One common type of
automation in OSS is bots. In this exploratory case study, we seek
to understand how the adoption of one particular bot (ASFBot) by
the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) impacts the discussions in
the issue-trackers of these projects. We use the SmartShark dataset
to investigate whether the ASFBot affects (i) human comments
mentioning pull requests and fixes in issue comments and (ii) the
general human comment rate on issues. We apply a regression discontinuity design (RDD) on nine ASF projects that have been active
both before and after the ASFBot adoption. Our results indicate (i)
an immediate decrease in the number of median comments mentioning pull requests and fixes after the bot adoption, but the trend
of a monthly decrease in this comment count is reversed, and (ii) no
effect in the number of human comments after the bot adoption. We
make an effort to gather first insights in understanding the impact
of adopting the ASFBot on the commenting behavior of developers
who are working on ASF projects.
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INTRODUCTION

With the growth of Open-Source Software (OSS) projects, smooth
collaboration has become increasingly important. To facilitate collaboration many OSS projects also join foundations such as the
Apache Software Foundation (ASF) or Eclipse Foundation [28]. To
help developers, the ASF has introduced a software bot called the
ASFBot that is active in their JIRA issue tracking system (ITS) [19,
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20]. ITSs often become central places for idea exchange, bug tracking, and decision making for developers in OSS projects [1, 13]
and many projects indicate the presence of ASF infrastructure, including ITS as a reason to join ASF in the first place [28]. At the
same time, several developers feel that the “use of JIRA and poor
integration with the PR process, etc. is more of a hindrance than a
help”1 , discuss relative advantages and disadvantages of JIRA and
GitHub2 and pursue development using both JIRA and GitHub.3
However, this also means that the discussions on GitHub and JIRA
might diverge, e.g., when a pull request (PR) is merged on GitHub,
and the associated issue in JIRA is not automatically updated. The
ASFBot, a general secretarial bot in ASF, is responsible for updating
JIRA when PRs are created referencing the JIRA issues, or when
they are closed. The adoption of the ASFBot takes away the need for
a human developer to remember to post an update if a PR related
to an issue was created, updated, or merged.
Similar to the ASFBot, other bots have been actively used to
support the software development process [6, 23]. Several studies
have considered the impact of bots on the software development
process [16, 23, 24, 27]. In these studies, the authors find that bots
are frequently adopted by OSS projects and have a measurable
effect on how developers communicate and review PRs. However,
these studies focus on the impact that bots have on PRs, and not
on the impact that bots have on ITS. While different studies have
found that bots are also active in ITSs, these studies do not study
the impact of these bots [10, 14].
By studying how OSS projects use the infrastructure provided
by the ASF, such as the ASFBot, we hope to further understand how
the infrastructure impacts the commenting behavior of humans in
ITSs. Further, we seek to expand the understanding of automation
adopted by OSS developers. For the ASFBot in particular we want to
understand whether and how the automatic bookkeeping provided
by ASF influences the commenting behavior of humans in the ITS.
Therefore, we pose the following two RQs:
(1) RQ1: Does the ASFBot impact the number of comments made
by humans which mention PRs and fixes across the issuetrackers of Apache projects?
(2) RQ2: Does the ASFBot impact the number of comments made
by humans in the issue-trackers of Apache projects?

1 https://lists.apache.org/thread/mnm6zo5knzgzr90jkjm1vd8tgtqtz0o5
2 https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/OFBIZ/Question%3A+GitHub+or+Jira+

or+both
3 For example, see the Kafka pull request 2648 on https://github.com/apache/kafka/pull/
2648 and the related JIRA issue https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/KAFKA-4849?.
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In this paper, we perform a case study in which we study the
impact of one specific bot (ASFBot) on the ITSs of nine different
Apache projects. To gather the data needed for this study, we use
the SmartSHARK dataset, version 2.1 [22]. We apply a methodology
that is conceptually similar to that of Wessel et al. [24]: First, we
zoom in on one specific project that adopted the ASFBot, and we
analyze how activity in the ITS of the project evolved. Based on this
analysis, we form two hypotheses, which we test using Regression
Discontinuity Design (RDD) [3, 21]. However, while Wessel et al.
study how bots impact code reviews, we study how one particular
bot (ASFBot) impacts ITSs. Hence, we study different dependent
variables in this work. The scripts and data used for this study are
available as a replication package on Figshare.4
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fixes, and Figure 2 plots the median number of human comments per
month. We use the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test [26] to investigate
the 𝑝-value for our distributions (non-parametric distributions),
as was applied by Wesel et al. for the case study [24]. The null
hypothesis 𝐻 0 assumes that the distributions are the same. We report
both the 𝑝-value and the Cliff’s Delta statistics.

EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY

Since little is known about the effects of adopting the ASFBot in
OSS, we start by conducting an exploratory case to formulate two
hypotheses [15]. We aim to gain new insights and generate hypotheses for the research questions based on this case study.
Case study Methodology. To conduct our exploratory case
study, we investigate the Maven project. Maven5 has a considerable
activity of the ASFBot (8.129% comment rate) over the two ITSs
used by the Maven project. The project has 1156 unique human
developers and 5073 unique issues.
To investigate RQ1 and RQ2, we collect data related to the
activity indicators given below. For each activity indicator, we take
the median value per month for several months before and after the
adoption of the ASFBot in Maven. Both the activity indicators and
aggregation of the indicators are based on previous work [5, 24].
• Number of developers (no_devs): We compute the number of monthly developers who commented on an issue.
• Number of issues (no_issues): We collect the number of
unique monthly issues.
• Project age (years): We compute this as the time in years
since the project has been active until the last available
comment.
• Dependent variable (comments): For RQ1, this refers to
the median number of monthly human comments that contain keywords related to PRs and fixes. For RQ2, comments
is the median number of human comments per issue in the
ITS.
As the date of the ASFBot adoption in Maven, we pick the first
day on which a comment of the ASFBot appears in the issue-tracker:
3 December 2014. To account for a period of instability immediately
following the introduction of the ASFBot, we exclude the 30 days
after the adoption of ASFBot. To study the impact of the ASFBot
on the activity indicators, we collect data 12 months before the
adoption and 12 months after the period of instability following
the introduction of ASFBot. A similar step was taken into account
for this instability by other studies that investigate the impact of
interventions in Software Engineering (SE) [2, 24, 29, 30].
Case Study Results. For both dependent variables, we created
a line plot showing the evolution of the variables. Figure 1 plots the
median number of human comments per month that mention PRs or
4 https://figshare.com/s/9e9bcdcab730801dab4b
5 https://github.com/apache/maven

Figure 1: Monthly count of issues, developers and median
comments which mention PRs and fixes for Maven.

Figure 2: Monthly count of issues, developers and median
comments of Maven.
From the analysis for RQ1, we find there is no effect on comments (𝑝-value = 0.41421, 𝛿 = 0.09) that contain references to PRs
and fixes after the adoption of ASFBot. For RQ2 we find that there
is an increase in the comments (𝑝-value = 0.013000, 𝛿 = 0.64) after
the adoption of the ASFBot. Based on these findings, we formulate
the following hypotheses:
(1) H1 : There is no effect on the comments mentioning PRs and
fixes after the adoption of the ASFBot.
(2) H2 : There is an increase in the human comment rate after the
adoption of the ASFBot.
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MAIN STUDY

In the following section, we discuss the statistical approach and data
collection methods for the main study. Subsequently, we present
the results of the main study.

3.1

Main Study Design

Statistical Approach. Based on the hypotheses formulated in the
case study, we employed a regression discontinuity design (RDD)
to study the impact of the ASFBot. Applying RDD to study the
impact of interventions in SE is a common technique [2, 24, 29, 30].
We applied RDD as the following linear mixed-effects model to
investigate H1 & H2 along with the longitudinal effects of the
ASFBot. We implemented the model in R [12] and SAS [8]. The
statistical model behind RDD is
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼 · +𝛽 · 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖 + 𝛾 · 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛿
(1)
· 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 _𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝜂 · 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
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where 𝑖 denotes the observations for a given project. The time
variable is measured as a certain time 𝑗 in months from the start
to the end of our observation period. The intervention variable is
a binary value to indicate whether the time 𝑗 occurs before (intervention = 0) or after (intervention = 1) the bot adoption. The
time_after_intervention variable is the count in months after the
ASFBot adoption. It is set to 0 before the bot adoption. Additionally,
we considered the following controls𝑖 variables: the no_devs, and
no_issues. All of the variables mentioned in Section 2 are computed
for each of these 9 projects and modeled into the mixed-effects linear regression. To account for variability originating from the fact
that each project is unique, we modeled an additional variable called
project_name, which represents the names of the nine projects as
a random effect. All the other parameters were modeled as fixed
effects. We fit two models, one for each dependent variable (Median
number of monthly human comments per issue that contain keywords related to PRs and fixes & Median number of monthly human
comments per issue), to investigate our RQs.
Data Collection. We focus on the issue comments present in
the issue comments collection of the SmartSHARK database [22].
The database contains information about 77 projects.
Identification of the ASFBot. We identify the accounts used by
ASFBot by finding users with “ASF" in their name. From the obtained list of 45 users, two authors inspected the comments of these
bots, looking for activity confirming whether this account was human or bot. This was done by investigating their issue comments
for the presence of templates such as ‘This is an automated
message from the Apache Git Service’. Two additional authors confirmed the inspection results. In this way, we identified
two IDs used by the ASFBot.
Identification of other bots. To answer the research questions,
we separate human activity from bot activity and identify other
bots present in the ITSs of the OSS projects. Bot detection has
been studied previously [4, 7]. We applied two different detection
techniques to detect bots other than the ASFBot.
We first implemented a completely autonomous, supervised machine learning approach suggested by Golzadeh et al. [7]. Goldazeh
et al. presented a systematic approach for identifying bots based on
GitHub PR and issue comments using TF-IDF vectorization and the
Naive Bayes Classifier. The model predicted the presence of around
1289 bots in our issue comments. Of these predicted bots, only 8
were identified as true bots after a manual analysis of the names,
e-mails, comments and number of comments of the account by the
first two authors of the study.
We also applied regex filters such as “[bot]" to identify the presence of other bots and found 148 potential bot accounts using these
regular expressions. The first two authors checked the activity of
these accounts (name, email, comments, and number of comments)
to verify whether these accounts are actually bots. This resulted in
the identification of a total of 100 bots that are active in the issue
trackers of the project present in the SmartSHARK dataset.6
Project selection. The ASFBot was found to be active in 64 out
of the 77 projects in the SmartSHARK dataset. For our main study
we selected projects in which the ASFBot is the only bot active in
6 The

results of this manual labeling, and the labels given to the accounts are available
as part of the replication package in the Data Cleaning folder.
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the ITS, filtering out the projects where any other identified bot
was present. This allowed us to study the impact of the ASFBot
in isolation. After this step, only 21 projects were left. From this
sample we selected projects that were active at least one year before
and after the adoption of the ASFBot, this threshold is commonly
used for studies that apply RDD [2, 24, 29]. The final nine Apache
projects are: ["maven", "mina-sshd", "santuario-java", "commansbcel", "jackrabbit", "roller ,"gora", "openwebbeans", "directory-studio"].

3.2

Main Study Results

RQ1: Effects on the human comments mentioning PRs and fixes. Table
1 summarizes the results of the RDD analysis. There is an immediate
decrease in the number of median monthly comments mentioning
PRs and fixes after the adoption of the ASFBot. However, a monthly
trend of a decrease in the number of comments that mention PRs
and fixes is reversed after the adoption of ASFBot. The bot intervention significantly affects the trend of the number of median monthly
comments mentioning PRs and fixes. As expected, the number of
monthly developers and number of monthly issues also explain
the number of comments that mention PRs and fixes, i.e., more
comments are produced when there are more developers and more
issues to be discussed. The marginal and conditional variability
2 and 𝑅 2 proposed by [17] are 0.113 and 0.442 respectively. This
𝑅𝑚
𝑐
means that there is a large difference between the projects. Based
on these results we refute our H1 .
RQ2: Effect on the human comment rate. From Table 1 we observe
that there is no significant effect (p-value > 0.05) on the number
of monthly median human comments (comments) after the adoption of the ASFBot. The time-series parameters do not affect the
human comment rate. The only parameters that explain the human
comment rate are the control variables, number of monthly contributing developers and the number of monthly issues. We find the
2 ) and conditional variability as (𝑅 2 ) to be 0.334 and
marginal (𝑅𝑚
𝑐
0.403 respectively. The observed standard errors are relatively low
and the less marginal and conditional variability could be attributed
to our small sample space. From this discussion we refute our H2 .
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RELATED WORK

To better understand the various types of bots and study their impact, Storey et al. published a call in which they list several types of
bots and ask attention to the fact that researchers should study potential challenges related to bots [18]. Another classification of SE
bots was proposed by Wessel et al., who found that GitHub bots can
be classified based on the work that they perform [23]. Erlenhov et
al. studied existing software bots and introduced a taxonomy based
on bots’ purpose, communication style, and level of their intelligence [5]. Recently, they extended their taxonomy and proposed a
classification framework based on three bot personas [6].
Specific effects of adopting software bots to OSS projects have
been studied from different perspectives: Peng et al. address how
the mention bot is used, finding that it saves developers’ effort even
if it does not optimally divide work between team members [11].
Like Peng et al. we focus on one specific bot in this work, however, the bot we study ASFBot is different from the mention bot
studied by Peng et al.. Wessel et al. studied the stability of the
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Table 1: Effect of the ASFBot on general issue comments and comments with PRs and fixes.
Comment count mentioning PRs and fixes
Coefficients Standard error
intercept
0.2699*
0.3108
intervention (1) -0.1527*
0.07225
after_int
0.02089*** 0.005010
time
-0.00157*** 0.000365
log_no_devs
0.1291***
0.01948
log_no_issues
0.2056***
0.01675
years
-0.01700
0.02008
*** 𝑝 < 0.001, ** 𝑝 < 0.01, * 𝑝 < 0.05
configuration of the stale bot, finding that OSS projects don’t frequently update the bot configurations [25]. Additionally, Wessel et
al. study how code review bots impact the code reviewing practices
of OSS projects [24]. To determine the impact, they analyzed several productivity indicators before and after bot adoption, finding
that adoption of code reviewing bots has a noticeable impact on
human activity. In this work, we take a similar approach to that of
Wessel et al. to study the impact of ASFBot on the issue trackers of
projects that are part of ASF. However, instead of focusing on bots
in general, we focus on one specific bot in one ecosystem.
Liu et al. perform a mixed-methods empirical research to understand how developers interact with bots in OSS projects [9]. As
a result, they propose a set of guidelines for future bot developers. When it comes to bots that open PRs, Wyrich et al. study how
these bots are perceived by developers. Wyrich et al. find that code
changes proposed by bots are smaller than changes proposed by
humans [27]. However, Wyrich et al. also find that bot changes
are less likely, and take longer, to be merged. Saadat et al. built
a bot classifier and compared PRs where bots were present with
human-only PRs, finding that PRs where bots are present exhibit
more complex interaction patterns [16].

5

exist in the main study. However, while studying the behavior of
nine different OSS projects that are part of the ASF, we found a
considerable impact of the ASFBot. This concurs with the previous
observation that OSS projects join ASF to benefit from the infrastructure provided [28]. In this work, we find empirical support for
the advantages provided by the ASF, and we find that developers
can be more productive when the ASFBot is present as they no
longer need to perform the repetitive task of manually updating
issues in JIRA when merging a PR on GitHub.
As for RQ2, we did observe more developer participation in issue
comments after the adoption of ASFBot during the exploratory case
study. However, we did not confirm this in the mixed-effects model.
Instead, we saw that an increase in the number of comments was
mostly explained by an increased number of developers or issues.
This might indicate that the length of developer discussions was
unaffected by the information provided by the ASFBot. Unlike the
results obtained by Wessel et al., who found that the adoption of
PR bots leads to a decrease in the number of comments made on
PRs [24]. One possible explanation might be that providing links to
PRs or potential fixes generally act as auxiliary information having
little influence on developers’ engagement, unlike bots that are
active in PRs that were studied by Wessel et al.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct Validity. SmartSHARK mentions no explicit date for the
ASFBot adoption. Hence, we regard the date of the first bot issue
comment as the date of bot adoption. Even though we implemented
a machine learning approach to identify bots, most of the bots were
identified using regex and manual filtering.
Internal Validity. To confirm the robustness of our model, we
apply filtering to remove projects that mention no comments in
the selected time-frame and that had the effect of bots other than
the ASFBot. It is to be noted that we had no data on whether the
ASFBot was disabled for a certain period of time within the project.
External Validity. The effect of the ASFBot found in this study is
based on a sample of nine ASF projects. These nine projects are all
projects where the ASFBot is the only bot present in the ITS. Thus,
the effects observed might not generalize to other ASF projects that
use the ASFBot together with other bots in the ITS.

6

General comment count
Coefficients Standard error
-0.3071
0.3008
0.07045
0.07045
-0.00312
0.005063
-0.00041
0.000243
0.2934***
0.02058
0.2061***
0.01289
0.01941
0.01935

DISCUSSION

Addressing RQ1, we found insufficient evidence in the Maven
dataset in the exploratory case study to conclude that there was an
effect on comments mentioning PRs and fixes after the adoption of
the ASFBot. Hence, we hypothesized that such effects would not

7

CONCLUSION

We investigate the influence of the ASFBot on OSS projects that are
part of the ASF. We differentiated between comments mentioning
PRs and fixes and general human comments. For both the comment
types, we formulated corresponding research questions that address
the effects of the ASFBot adoption in a project.
Firstly, we did an exploratory case study on the data from the
project Maven. Based on this, we hypothesized that the adoption
of the ASFBot increases the number of human comments and does
not affect the number of comments mentioning PRs and fixes. In
the main study, we gathered data from nine projects which adopt
the ASFBot. Applying regression discontinuity design on this data
allowed us to reject both hypotheses. We discovered that the increase in general comments is only associated with an increase in
the number of issues and participating developers. The number of
human comments mentioning PRs and fixes does diminish.
Our results can be used by OSS projects to decide if a bot referencing PRs and fixes in issue comments is beneficial. Future work can
be done in analyzing the reasons for the observed human behavior
more thoroughly.
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